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ABSTRACT
Using GSM network, a control system that acts as an embedded system which can monitor and control electrical
appliances and devices locally using built-in input and output peripheral is designed and implemented. Remotely the
system allows the user to effectively monitor and control the house/office appliances and equipments via the mobile
phone set by sending commands in the form of SMS messages.
Keywords: Short Message Service (SMS), Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), AT Commands, and
Automation.
Scaradozzi (2003) view home automation systems as
multiple agent systems (MAS). Home automation for
home management to improve performance was the
major task.
Alkar and Buhur (2005) proposed an Internet Based
Wireless Home Automation System for Multifunctional
Devices. Their work proposed a low cost and flexible
web-based solution. The system has some limitations
such as the range and power failure.
Delgado et al. (2006) devised several network
technologies in the implementation of home automation
systems. Lack of robustness, compatibility issue and
acceptability among several categories of people were
extensively dealt with.
Ciubotaru-Petrescu et al. (2006) presented a design and
implementation of SMS based control for monitoring
systems. The paper has three modules involving sensing
unit for monitoring the complex applications. A
processing unit that is microcontroller and a
communication module that uses GPRS modem or cell
phone via serial port RS-232. The SMS is used for status

INTRODUCTION
Remote management of several home and office
appliances is a subject of growing interest (Potamitis et
al. 2005). These days, apart from supporting voice calls
a mobile phone can be used to send text messages as
well as multimedia messages (that may contain pictures,
graphics, animations, etc). Instant messaging allows
quick transmission of short messages that allow an
individual to share ideas, opinions and other relevant
information (Delgado et al., 2006). This concept is used
in this work to design a platform that receive messages
in form of commands which are converted to electrical
signals that commands the energy level (ON & OFF) at
which the electrical appliances and devices connected to
the platform will be.
The number of GSM subscribers is likely to be
increasing exponentially every year (Hillebrand, 2001).
One of the major services offered by GSM operators is
Short Message Service (SMS). A Short Message Service
(SMS) is employed in the activation of a switch in this
work. The sent message is received and processed
further as may be required to perform several operations.
The type of the operation to be performed depends on
the nature of the SMS sent. First, the sent SMS is stored
in the mobile station, decoded by the micro-controller
and then the required control signal is generated and sent
to the intermediate hardware that has been designed
according to the command received in form of the sent
message. A particular mobile SAGEM set (MyX5-2)
was selected for the implementation.

reporting such as power failure.
Wen et al. (2007) introduced a system for querying
information and knowledge by the use of SMS in a
mobile learning environment. The system consists of a
GSM Module (GSMM), a Dialogue Control Module
(DCM), a Querying Processing Module (QPM) and a
Knowledge Base (KB). GSMM includes a microcontroller and a GSM communication device with a SIM
card in it. It processes the users' messages according to a
defined protocol and acts as the interface between the
mobile infrastructure and the rest of the system. DCM
handles the content of the requesting messages and
produces suitable querying tasks for QPM, which in turn
searches and matches information from KB or Internet to
produce suitable answering messages for the users
according to their requesting messages. To help the
system better understand the content of messages,
natural language processing and theme recognition
techniques were applied to message processing modules.

A BRIEF SURVEY OF EXISTING LITERATURE
Potamitis et al. (2003) suggested the use of speech to
interact remotely with the home appliances to perform a
particular action on behalf of the user. The approach is
inclined for people with disability to perform real-life
operations at home by directing appliances through
speech. Voice separation strategy is selected to take
appropriate decision by speech recognition. Conte and
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Primary health-care management for the rural population
was the focus of Murthy (2008). The use of the mobile
web-technologies for providing the PHC services to the
rural population was proposed. The system involves the
use of SMS and cell phone technology for information
management, transactional exchange and personal
communication.
Jawarkar et al. (2008) worked along speech/spoken
commands as the basis of remote monitoring through the
conversion of speech into a text SMS on a mobile phone.
Khiyal et al. (2009) focused mainly on the controlling of
home appliances remotely and providing security when
the user is away from the place. The system is SMS
based and uses wireless technology to revolutionize the
standards of living. This system provides ideal solution
to the problems faced by home owners in daily life. The
system is adaptable and cost-effective. The system uses
Block Diagram and Circuit Realization
The block diagram for the system is as in figure 1.

GSM technology thus providing ubiquitous access to the
system for security and automated appliance control.
METHODOLOGY
The SMS remote controller uses a GSM phone which
serves as a transceiver that establishes a network
connection between the user mobile phone and the
micro-controller. The micro-controller upon receiving an
instruction from the phone searches its memory to
ascertain if such function exists. The relays connected to
the output terminals of the micro-controller serves as
electro-mechanical switches whose status (ON and OFF)
is determined by the instruction from the microcontroller. The inputs to the micro-controller serve as
switches through which status (open or closed) of doors
and windows can be monitored.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the Switching Control System.
The first Mobile station is used as a transmitting section
from which the subscriber sends text messages that
contain commands and instructions to the second mobile
station which is located in a specific area where our
control system is also located. The 2nd mobile phone as
indicated in the block diagram is a Sagem MyX5-2
mobile set. The received SMS message is stored in the
SIM memory of the phone and then extracted by the
microcontroller and processed accordingly to carry out
specific operations. The relay driver (BUFFER
ULN2003) is used to drive the relay circuits which
switches the different appliances connected to the
interface.
The circuit in figure 2 illustrates the supply of the
voltage required by the GSM phone (3.9v). The LM317 is
an adjustable voltage regulator which requires two
external resistors, 10K and 1K to produce the needed
voltage. A variable resistor can be used to vary the V out
if the design demands.

The circuit in figure 3 solves the problem of switching
ON the GSM phone module any time the circuit is
powered since there is no battery attached to the phone.
The circuit consists of a 555 timer connected with a 10k
and 100uF capacitor which gives a time delay of 1.0sec
(T=RC). When the circuit is powered, the NE555
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produces a 1.0sec delay and then allow the negative
voltage to trigger the phone.

The external clock circuit is illustrated in figure 4. This
is an electronic circuit that uses the mechanical
resonance of a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material
to create an electrical signal with a frequency of 20MHz.
This frequency is used for keeping track of time, in order
to provide a stable clock signal for the microcontroller.
The overall speed of the microcontroller operation is
entirely dependent on the clock frequency. The higher
the speed of the crystal oscillator, the faster is the
processing of data by the PIC microcontroller.
The control circuit between the GSM phone and the
micro-controller is shown in figure 5.The GSM phone is
connected in series with the micro-controller. The
transmitting pin of the phone (Tx) is connected to the
receiving pin (Rx) of the micro-controller and vice versa.
The transmitting pin of the micro-controller is connected
through an amplifying circuit. For the phone adopted in
this work, SAGEM (MyX5-2), pin 10 and pin 11 were
used for transmitting and receiving respectively to which
wires were soldered directly. Sagem F-Bus protocol was
used to communicate with the mobile phone set.

The relay driver is used to isolate both the controlling
and the controlled device. The relay is an
electromagnetic device, which consists of solenoid,
moving contacts (switch) and restoring spring and
consumes comparatively large amount of power. This
makes it possible for the interface IC to drive the relay
satisfactorily. To enable this, a driver circuitry, which
acts as a buffer circuit, is incorporated between them.
The driver circuitry senses the presence of a “high” level
at the input and drives the relay from another voltage
source. Hence the relay is used to switch the electrical
supply to the appliances. The circuit consists of four
relays (12V, 10A) each with power rating of 1000 Watts
(1KW). The circuit can be connected to a 4000 watts
(4KW) worth of load.

Whenever the rated voltage is connected across the coil,
the backward electromotive force (emf) opposes the
current flow. After a short period the supplied voltage
overcome the back emf and current flow through the coil
increases. When the current is equal to the activating
current of relay, the core is magnetized and it attracts the
moving contacts. Now the moving contact leaves from
its initial position denoted “(NC)” normally closed
terminal which is a fixed terminal. The common contact
or moving contact establishes the GSM Based Control
System connection with a new terminal which is
indicated as a normally open terminal “(NO)”.
Whenever, the supply coil is withdrawn the magnetizing
force is vanished. Now, the spring pulls the moving
contact back to initial position, where it makes a
connection with NC terminal.

The RS232 Serial Communication Protocol was
employed in the implementation of the project.
Whenever the serial port sends a logical one (1) a
negative voltage is effected on the transmit pin.
Whenever the serial port sends a logical zero (0) a
positive voltage is effected. When no data is being sent,
the serial port's transmit pin's voltage is negative (1) and
is said to be in a MARK state. The serial port can also
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be forced to keep the transmit pin at a positive voltage
(0) and is said to be the SPACE or BREAK state.
The software was developed using a high-level language
tool in C programming language. The software extracts
the sent message from the SIM location at a regular
interval and processed it to control the different
appliances connected within the interface.
The written code in C was converted into an hex file.
The codes were fired or burnt into the micro-controller
with the aid of a programmer. This device is connected
to the serial interface of the computer system.

AT commands, it is possible to control GPRS, calls, SIM
application tool-kits and also control embedded
application in the device. (Delgado, et. al, 2006).
System Operation Flow
Figure 6 shows the operation flow pattern of the whole
system, while figure 7 is the operating flow cart. For the
activation of the four output relays which are connected
to various devices; the following text messages are sent
via the user mobile phone to the SIM on the project
module.
If the appliance is connected to the normally open
terminal of the relay, the connected appliance(s) will
remain inactive until the relay(s) is energized.
*CX# to close (ON) the relay.
*OX# to open (OFF) the relay.
where: X stands for the number of the relay (i.e. 1, 2, 3
and 4).
If the appliance is connected to the normally closed
terminal of the relay, the connected appliance(s) will be
active when the relay is not energized. Consequently the
text command will perform the reverse function.
*CX# to close (OFF) the relay.
*OX# to open (ON) the relay.

Communication between the PIC18F452 and the
GSM PHONE
When the circuit is powered ON the micro-controller
waits until the phone initialized by reading the SIM card
and connects to the GSM network that the SIM card
supports. After the connection to the network the microcontroller send the command to select the GSM phone as
SMS storage memory. If the answer of the module
(MyX5-2) is OK the micro-controller send the next
command AT + CMGF = 1. This command says to the
module to read the SMS as a text. The next command is
AT+CSDH=0 that removes some information from the
SMS, like the SMS server‟s phone number and the date
and time. This is done to make the SMS smaller to be
handled easily by the micro-controller. The next
command is AT + CMGR = 1 to read the SMS that is
stored in the first memory address of the module
(MyX5-2).
AT commands, issued from the controller are used to
control and implement the functions of the GSM modem
and its software configuration. AT commands can only
be entered while the modem is in command mode. Using

When any of these messages is sent to the cell phone
over a GSM Network, the cell phone in turn send the
message to the controller. The micro-controller searches
its memory if there is any instruction to execute the
command connoted by the message. Once this is
established, the micro-controller sends instruction to the
appliances through the relay circuit and at the same time
monitors its completion.
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Figure 7: System Operation Flow Chart
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TESTING
To activate the relays and the subsequent powering of
the load connected, the following text codes were sent
through a cell phone to the device: *C1#, *C2#, *C3#,
*C4#. When each of this code was sent one at a time,
each of the respective relay (relay1, relay2, relay3 and
relay4) made a mechanical sound (contact) and
subsequent powering of the device connected.
Similarly, when the code *O1#, *O2#, *O3#, *O4# were
sent to the device, each of the relays powered OFF. To
establish the reliability of the system, the system was left
connected on to the mains supply for a period of 720
hours with a minimum of 24 messages per day sent at
various locations varying from 1km to 1000km distance.
The reliability was evaluated to be 97%.
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CONCLUSION
A short message service over a GSM network was
exploited for the monitoring and controlling of electrical
appliances and devices. The sent SMS is stored in the
mobile station, decoded by the micro-controller and then
the required control signal is generated and sent to the
intermediate hardware that was designed according to
the command received in form of the sent message.
SAGEM phone set (MyX5-2) was selected for the
implementation. The system designed and implemented
was found to be very reliable.
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